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TO THE HONORABLE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF TEXAS:
The Texas Reliability Assurance Market ("TRAM") Advocates submit the following
comments on the Public Utility Commission's ("Commission") Proceeding to Ensure Resource
Adequacy in Texas, Project No. 40000. TRAM Advocates include Calpine Corporation; City of
Austin;' Comverge, Inc.; Consert; EnerNOC, Inc.; Exelon Generation Company, LLC;2 Johnson
Controls, Inc.; NextEra Energy Resources, LLC;3 NRG Energy, Inc.;4 Opower, Inc.; and
SunEdison. TRAM Advocates appreciate the opportunity to offer the following comments in
response to the memoranda filed by Chairman Nelson and Commissioner Anderson regarding
the appropriate next steps to address resource adequacy in the Electric Reliability Council of
Texas ("ERCOT").5

1.

INTRODUCTION

Much in the resource adequacy debate has transpired over the past two months, leading
some to conclude that ERCOT's resource adequacy concerns are resolved.

For example,

ERCOT recently proposed a major revision to its load forecasting methodology which decreases

1 City of Austin d/b/a Austin Energy.
2 Exelon Generation Company includes Constellation NewEnergy, Inc.; Constellation Energy Power
Choice, Inc.; and Star Electricity, Inc. d/b/a/ StarTex Power.
3 NextEra Energy Resources includes Gexa and NextEra Energy Solutions.
4 NRG Energy, Inc. includes Reliant Energy Retail Services, LLC; Green Mountain Energy Company;
Everything Energy, LLC; US Retailers, LLC; Energy Plus Holdings, LLC; Energy Curtailment Specialists, Inc.;
NRG Texas Power, LLC; and NRG Power Marketing, LLC.
5 See Chariman Donna Nelson, Memorandum re: Open Meeting Agenda Item 18, Project No. 40000, (Jan.
22, 2014); and, see Commissioner Kenneth Anderson, Memorandum re: Project No. 40000, Project No. 40000,
(Feb. 5, 2014).
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the predicted peak load growth in the ERCOT region over the next ten years.6 The Brattle
Group's recent study on the Economically Optimal Reserve Margin ("EORM") suggests that the
current energy market will likely yield a reserve margin level above the EORM (though still well
below ERCOT's current reliability target).7 Some have suggested that since the market handled
the January 6, 2014 extreme weather event without rolling outages, there are no reliability
concerns.8
However, industry analysts know that ERCOT was one large unit trip away from rolling
outages on January 6.9 The Brattle Group's EORM calculated for ERCOT is not adjusted for the
risks of high-cost reliability events, and Brattle specifically states there are legitimate policy
reasons to set the reserve margin higher than the EORM.10 And, planning experts understand
that forecasts are simply educated guesses based on the best available data and a set of
assumptions.ll

The May 2013 Capacity, Demand, and Reserves ("CDR") Report predicted

diminishing supply levels just two years into the future; today, that prediction is far less severe
because of a change in the set of assumptions and calculations. Does this mean the actual risk to
Texas power consumers is reduced? The consequences of relying on a forecast, as good as it
may be, have real-world impacts when reality deviates from that prediction: unstable system

6 See, ERCOT, Load Forecasting Review Update, as presented to the ERCOT Board of Directors (Feb. 11,
2014). Available at: http://www.ercot.com/calendar/2014/02/20140211-BOD.
7 See
Comments of the Executive Director, Estimating the Economically Optimal Reserve Margin in
ERCOT, prepared by the Brattle Group and Astrape Consulting for the Public Utility Commission of Texas, Project
No. 40000 (Jan. 31, 2014). ("Brattle (2014)")
See Comments of Texas Public Policy Foundation, Project No. 40000, at 2(Jan. 27, 2014).
9 On January 6, 2014, system frequency dropped below 59.85 Hz and Physical Responsive Capability
dropped below 1,500 MW. See ERCOT, Comparison of the Operating Reserve Demand Curve & Physical
Responsive Capability during the January 6`h event, as presented to the ERCOT Technical Advisory Committee, at 2
( Jan. 28, 2014). Available at: http://www.ercot.com/calendar/2014/01/20140128-TAC.
10 "Considering the higher cost uncertainty exposure at lower reserve margins, some planners and
policymakers prefer to set planning reserve margins above the risk-neutral economic optimum." Brattle (2014) at
49.
" Much has been written recently on the over-abundance of supply, particularly in light of changes to load
forecast assumptions. However, TRAM Advocates remind the reader that forecasting errors occur in both
directions. For example, the 2011 CDR predicted a 17.5% reserve margin, far in excess of the then-target of 12.5%.
However, on August 4, 2011, reserves dropped below 4% due to an under-forecast in load and an over-forecast in
supply caused by dramatic changes in key assumptions. See Tripp Doggett, CEO Update to ERCOTBoard of
Directors, at 8 (August 16, 2011).
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reliability, threats to the Texas economy, and unpredictable financial outcomes that are not

shared equally by all customers.
The Commission should address the market fundamentals that allow these unpredictable
outcomes to remain a threat to the reliability of the system. Because making critical resource
adequacy decisions based solely on forecasts presents significant long-term risks to Texas
consumers, the uncertainties in the system's reliability should be resolved with a mandated
reserve margin that can provide greater assurance of resource adequacy for the modest cost of
about one percent of average retail rates.12 Further, if Texas waits to address resource adequacy
until near-term planning reserves are insufficient, then high transition costs will result along with
threatened reliability.

A more prudent approach would be to continue deliberations on the

efficient reliability market structures that attract the reserves needed to achieve a reliable system
before a crisis develops. If there are adequate reserves, as the forecasters predict, then the cost of
capacity will be very low while supply is in excess, making a smoother transition to a more
reliable market.
Whether or not the Commission determines it must take additional action or the
Legislature decides to examine the issue in more detail, the Commission is the ideal place to
continue to develop a body of research upon which decision-makers can exercise prudent risk
management strategies. Proceeding with a detailed cost-benefit analysis of market designs by
customer class, as Chairman Nelson has proposed, is the logical next step to inform decisionmakers further on the most important issue regarding resource adequacy: the cost required to
reduce the risk to Texas power consumers.
In the following sections, TRAM Advocates outline several assumptions and variables
that could impact the load and supply forecasts and could cause them to depart from reality.
Then, the comments will provide a brief examination of the importance of understanding how

12

"Overall, we find that the choice of an energy-only or energy-plus-capacity market design does not byY
itself have great implications for average supplier net revenues or average customer cost." See the Brattle Group
and Astrape Consulting, Resource Adequacy Requirements: Reliability and Economic Implications, Prepared for
FERC, at viii (September 2013). Available at: http://www.ferc.gov/legaUstaff-reports/2014/02-07-14-consultantreport.pdf. Or, see Brattle (2014) at viii, in which the consultants write about the cost differential between an
energy-only and an energy-and-capacity market design in ERCOT: "This $400 million per year represents only
about a 1% increase in customer rates, from about 10.1 0/kWh in the 11.5% energy-only equilibrium to 10.2 0/kWh
with a 14.1 % reserve margin mandate."
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the costs of system reliability are allocated and urge a prudent approach to mitigate reliability
risk.

II.

ASSUMPTIONS & VARIABLES

ERCOT's load forecast and CDR necessarily employ many assumptions to set input
variables in order to predict the amount of future supply and demand. Changes in that series of
assumptions, on which the reserve margin forecast is based, could significantly impact the
accuracy of the forecast results. For example, just as prior load forecasts erroneously overstated
future growth patterns, new predictions about supply and demand may be similarly flawed
because of the unpredictable nature inherent in the assumptions used to predict load growth,
weather patterns, transmission constraints, or environmental regulations.

In the following

section, TRAM Advocates outline key factors that could alter the results of ERCOT's future
system reliability assessment.
A.

Load Growth from Business Expansion

ERCOT, with assistance from its consultant, Itron, developed a new load forecasting
model to estimate the amount of residential, business, and industrial load growth the region may
experience over the next ten years.13 The new methodology uses historical changes in premise
counts for the three consumer segments and leans heavily on modeling trial and error to specify
the ultimate model.14 However, this methodology does not consider any economic indicators,
and thus misses the "real world" factors that can have significant impacts on load growth. This is
particularly important given the strong Texas economy, which came out of the recession far
ahead of the rest of the nation. From 2008 to 2012, the US Gross Domestic Product ("GDP")
grew at an average annual rate of 0.8% while the Texas Gross State Product ("GSP") grew at an
average annual rate of 2.1 %. Texas GSP reached $1.3 trillion in 2012, representing over 8% of

13

See Itron, Inc., Review ofERCOTPremise Forecast, at 3 (Jan. 10, 2014); and Itron, Inc., ERCOT Growth
Index Evaluation, (Feb. 14, 2014). Both documents available at: http://www.ercot.com/gridinfo/resource/index.
14
For example, in determining the Residential Economic Index, the component that produces a growth
index for future residential demand, ERCOT assumed the average weights that should be applied to the Housing
Stock and Population inputs should be equal because that guess produced the best model outcomes.
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US GDP.15 Texas is also poised for explosive growth in the near future. To illustrate how this
trend is likely to accelerate, Attachment A summarizes new and announced business expansions
that include substantial capital investments and thousands of new jobs, and ultimately will lead
to increased economic output. As new business development drives population growth, these
additions to the Texas economy will have an impact on the growth of commercial, industrial and
residential power demand.16 ERCOT's new load forecast model is not equipped to anticipate
such rapid, future growth rate accelerations and will only capture the change once their impacts
have already been borne by the market.
B.

Changes in Resources

Similarly, predictions of future resource supply are prone to significant uncertainties as
the ERCOT fleet is exposed to several vulnerabilities. For instance, a wide array of pending
federal environmental regulations is likely to have a significant impact on resource supply in
Texas. In 2011, ERCOT provided a report on the expected impact of many of these regulations,
finding that water conservation requirements, in particular, could lead to the retirement of more
than 9,000 MW of capacity in the region. 17 This figure does not include the possible regulation
of greenhouse gas emissions, a concept that could lead to the retirement of an additional 4,4005,600 MW of generation in ERCOT, based on an assumption from 2011 of a price on carbon of
$25/ton.18 While much has changed since 2011, the regulations ERCOT examined continue to
15 Susan Combs, Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, Winter 2011-2012 Economic Forecast: Summary
Calendar Years 1990 through 2041. Available at:
http://www.texasahead.org/economy/forecasts/fcstl 012/calendarSummary.php.
16
Economic literature suggests a multiplier of an additional one to five jobs are created per original new
job through regular business expansions. These effects further accelerate growth in electricity demand. See, e.g.,
Coughlin, Cletus, and Thomas B. Mandelbaum, A Consumer's Guide to Regional Economic Multipliers,
in Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review, Vol. 73, No. 1, at 19-32 (Jan/Feb 1991); William M. Daley, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Regional Multipliers: A User Handbook for the Regional Input-Output Modeling Systems (RIMS II)33Yd
Edition, (March 1997). Available at: http://www.bea.gov/scb/pdf/regional/perinc/meth/rims2.pdf; California
Economic Strategy Panel 2009, Using Multipliers to Measure Economic Impacts.
Available at: http://dside.org/wpcontent/uploads/20 11/1 l/Using_Multipliers to Measure Economic Impacts.pdf; and Bess, Rebecca and Zoe O.
Ambargis, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Input-Output Models for Impact
Analysis: Suggestions for Practitioners Using RIMS II Multipliers, prepared for the Southern Regional Science
Association Conference, (March 2011).
17 ERCOT, Review of the Potential Impacts of Proposed Environmental Regulations on the ERCOT System,
Revision 1 at 12, (June, 21 2011). Available at:
http://www.ercot.com/content/news/presentations/201 I/ERC OT_Review_EPA_P lanning_Final.p df.
18 Id. at 11.
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move forward in some form and must be considered in the context of market design and system
reliability. More recent analysis has estimated the necessary carbon price is closer to $45/ton19'
20 - almost twice the amount assumed in prior analYsesZl - leading to a potentially higher
g
level
of power plant retirements than determined in the ERCOT report. Indeed, the Environmental
Protection Agency recently proposed greenhouse gas regulations for new power plants,22 and the
Agency has been tasked with proposing rules for existing power plants by June 1, 2014.23
The Energy Information Administration's early release of the 2014 Annual Energy
Outlook found that almost 20 GW more coal generation is expected to retire in the next six years
than forecasted in their 2013 projection, bringing the total level of anticipated coal retirements to
60 GW nationally.24 Much of this is due to the implementation of the Mercury Air Toxics
Standards ("MATS") which requires compliance by 2016. In recent testimony before the U.S.
Congress, Texas Commission on Environmental Quality Chairman Bryan Shaw noted that,
"Most, if not all, of the coal-fired power plants in Texas will require controls for mercury under
MATS."25 The combination of these regulatory uncertainties call into question the dependability

19 Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon, the United States Government, Technical Update
of the Social Cost of Carbon for Regulatory Impact Analysis - Under Executive Order 12866, at 13 (May 2013,
revised Nov. 2013).
20 Department of Energy estimates carbon emission control technologies could increase the price of carbon
to between $40 and $50/ton by 2025. Testimony of Dr. S. Julio Friedmann, Deputy Asst. Secretary for Clean Coal,
U.S. Department of Energy, Before the Committee on Energy and Commerce, Subcommittee on Oversight and
Investigations, U.S. House of Representatives, Hearing on Carbon Capture and Storage (Feb. 11, 2014).
21
See also Brattle Group, Potential Coal Plant Retirements Under Emerging EPA
Regs, (Dec. 8, 2010).
Available at: http://brattle.com/news-and-knowledge/news/268. Brattle estimated between 9 and 13 GW of coalfired ERCOT capacity would likely retire under these new regulations.
22
Standards of Performance for Greenhouse Gas Emissions from New Stationary Sources: Electric Utility
Generating Units, 79 Fed. Reg. 1429 (2014) (to be codified at 40 CFR §§ 60, 70, 71, and 98).
23
Office of the Press Secretary, the White House, Power Sector Carbon Pollution Standards,
Memorandum for the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, (June 25, 2013). Available at
http://www. whitehouse. gov/the-press-office/2013/06/25/presidential-memorandum-power-sector-carbon-pollutionstandards.
24
U.S. Energy Information Administration, U.S. Department of Energy, Annual Energy Outlook 2014,
Early Release Report, at 14 (Dec. 16, 2013). Available at: http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/er/index.cfin.
25
Testimony of The Honorable Bryan Shaw, Chairman, TCEQ at the House Committee on Science, Space,
and Technology, Full Committee Hearing - Examining the Science of EPA Overreach: A Case Study in Texas:
https://science.house.gov/sites/republicans.science.house.gov/files/documents/HHRG-113-SY-WState-BShaw 220140205.pdf
-
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of ERCOT's near-term resource forecast and begs for other paths by which the market can
mitigate these unknowns.
Another critical uncertainty is the age of a large portion of ERCOT's generation fleet.
Continued lack of price signals threatens not only new resources but also the oldest units upon
which the system relies for overall system reliability. Over 8,000 MWs of gas-fired capacity almost 10% of ERCOT's total resources - have been in service since 1970 or earlier.
Attachment B shows a graph from ERCOT's Long-Term Transmission Analysis 2012-2013
Report depicting the location of gas-fired power plants approaching or exceeding 50 years of
commercial operation before 2030. Many of these flexible steam units operate within a wide
range of output, carry significant amounts of ancillary services, and are able to follow load, if
necessary. As they continue to age, parts and maintenance become more expensive, and the
reliability of service from these units is degraded. The new generation included in ERCOT's
reserve margin assumptions will not come close to replacing this impending gap in capacity as
these aging plants retire, and the forecast models may not be able to identify an increasing
retirement trend until it is too late to start investing in new resource development. Accelerated
retirement of these resources would quickly alter the expectations for future reliability and
currently there is no market mechanism to address the deficiency.
C.

Transmission Constraints

ERCOT's supply forecast also assumes "full MW deliverability" of all generation during
peak conditions, meaning all generation that is counted as "available" in the CDR is assumed to
be deliverable to the location on the grid where it is needed at the time of the system peak load.
However, ERCOT's current transmission planning process assumes that re-dispatching
generation resources below their High Sustained Limit ("HSL") in order to maintain system
security is a viable alternative for resolving transmission violations.

Such re-dispatch is an

integral part of economic transmission planning in ERCOT, and it is appropriately applied in the
transmission reliability planning portion of the Five-Year Plan. But the discrepancies between
the transmission planning model and the supply forecast model have the very real potential of
causing the CDR to paint an overly optimistic scenario.26

To maintain consistency with

26 This assumption of secure delivery for CDR resources is becoming more compromised over time as
system growth continues. For example, on August 4, 2011 at 12:45 p.m. (i.e., shortly before the EEA began that
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ERCOT's Five-Year Plan process, the CDR should reflect that some amount of resources is
likely not to be available to meet peak load conditions. In the context of resource adequacy, the
inability of all resources to be capable of full delivery is another reason why future supply
forecasts may not match reality.
D.

Variables in EORM

Like the assumptions in the CDR, the Brattle Group's EORM analysis necessarily relies
on several assumptions to arrive at a conclusion. Inputs like probability of extreme weather,
treatment and penetration of demand response, forecasted fuel prices, and the Effective Load
Carrying Capability ("ELCC") of wind all play key roles in determining the predicted amount of
supply and demand in the future.

Changes in the probability of extreme weather events, in

particular, could have a significant outcome on the forecasted values. For example, increasing
the probability of occurrence of a 2011 weather-year from one percent to about seven percent
increases the reserve margin required to meet the 0.1 Loss of Load Event ("LOLE")
standard
from 14.1 % to 16.1 %.27 Or, as another example, Brattle's assumptions on the amount of priceresponsive demand is based on an analysis of the difference between forecasted and actual load
during peak hours from 2008 through 2011. Brattle rightly acknowledged that no historical data
exists yet for the ERCOT
market with price caps as high as $9,000/MWh, and therefore, many
assumptions were needed to produce a conclusion .28, 29 These assumptions, if changed, could
directly and significantly alter the results of any reserve margin analysis.

day), a review of the 60-day disclosure postings from ERCOT (e.g., resource-specific Energy Offer Curves, Base
Points, HSLs, High Dispatch Limits, Low Sustained Limits, Low Dispatch Limits, and Locational Marginal Prices)
determined that 141 MW of trapped generation could not be securely delivered to the system and was trapped by
SCED. At that time, ERCOT Nodal Protocols § 6.5.9.1(3) allowed ERCOT when in Emergency Conditions to
"...relax transmission constraints to provide additional generation at the expense of temporarily creating a security
violation...." Thus, as ERCOT entered EEA conditions on August 4, 2011, this 141 MW of trapped capacity was
released to the system. However, on December 11, 2012, the ERCOT Board approved NPRR480 that removed
paragraph (3) of Section 6.5.9.1 referenced above because it found that this language was inconsistent with NERC
standards. Thus, going forward, ERCOT Operations will no longer have this flexibility. A review of the reliability
portion of ERCOT's latest 2012 Five-Year Transmission Plan Results for the 2013 study case found that at least 262
MW from six different low cost generating units were dispatched below their HSL in order to maintain system
security. There is currently no explicit directive to ERCOT Planning to test for this type of CDR stranded capacity
and reduce expected capacity as a result.
27 Brattle (2014) at 40.
28 Id. at 22.
29
TRAM Advocates also note that the impacts of ORDC on demand forecasts are similarly uncertain.
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Importantly,

Brattle's

EORM study is a "risk-neutral" analysis of ERCOT's

economically optimal reserve margin level: the study and its results do not reflect the uncertainty
of market exposure to infrequent and very high-cost events.30

Brattle does offer some

preliminary analysis on various risk levels and indicates, "...a higher reserve margin level [than
the EORM] may be justified if policymakers and stakeholders place a greater weight on potential
high cost and low-reliability outcomes 'that can result from extreme weather, unexpectedly high
load growth, unusual generation outages, or modelling uncertainties. 01 In an earlier study on
resource adequacy, Brattle concluded, "While an [EORM] would offer the cheapest option for
customers in terms of long-run average costs, the highest-cost outcomes that load-serving entities
and customers would be exposed to might be unacceptable."32 Adjusting the reserve margin
level to ensure against the bulk of the identified risk increased the reserve margin in this prior
study from 12% to 15%.33 Of great interest, this risk adjustment increased average retail rates by
less than one percent but reduced the risk exposure by more than $4 billion.34 Because Brattle
did not quantify this risk adjustment in the ERCOT EORM study, TRAM Advocates recommend
that the Commission model the costs of reducing those risks for all Texas consumers as part of
the Commission's continued study on the issue of resource adequacy.
Unpredictable variables, like weather or changes in market behavior as a result of the
Operating Reserve Demand Curve, are difficult to model. The ERCOT supply and demand
forecasts use the best available analytical tools and assumptions possible; however, the
Commission should not regard these forecasts as absolute, particularly as they relate to resource

3o
31

Brattle (2014) at ix.
Id. at x.

32

Carden, Kevin, Nick Wintermantel, and Johannes Pfeifenberger, The Economics ofResource Adequacy
Planning: Why Reserve Margins Are Not Just About Keeping the Lights On,
prepared for the National Regulatory
Research Institute, at 17 ( April 2011). Available at:
http://www.nrri. org/pubs/electricity/NRRI_resource_adequacy_planning_aprill1-09.pdf
33 Id. at 18.
34 Id. at 19. "At a 12% reserve margin, there is a 1%
probability that costs could exceed $1.3 billion (with a
maximum of $8.3 billion), while at a 15% reserve margin there is a 1%
probability that costs could exceed $359
million ( with a maximum of only $4.0 billion)." See
also the discussion on risk adjustment in Astrape Consulting,
The Economic Ramifications of Resource Adequacy White Paper, prepared for the Eastern Interconnection States'
Planning Council and the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, at 45-46 (Jan. 2013).
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adequacy. As discussed in the Brattle Group's 2012 study on resource adequacy in ERCOT,35
potential changes in some or all of these variables could result in demand or supply forecasts that
miss the mark. While the potential to err in forecasts exists in both directions, the consequences
of over-forecasting supply or under-predicting load are more dire than the converse; a material
"miss" of rapid load increase or supply decrease, especially if combined with extreme weather
events, will result in a near-term crisis and lead to significant, and unnecessary, market volatility.
And as TRAM Advocates will outline in the following section, that miss and resulting crisis does
not affect all customers equally.

III.

ALLOCATION OF RELIABILITY

As system reliability diminishes, the frequency of reliability events, such as involuntary
firm load shed and poor service quality, will increase. The impacts and costs of these reliability
events are not evenly distributed among all customer classes.

Once rolling outages start,

procedures for executing firm load shed target only lower voltage distribution systems - the
systems that primarily serve residential and small commercial customers. Some facilities that are
critical for maintaining human health services are given the necessary priority.

But, because

residential and small commercial customers typically cannot afford to provide for their own
reliability, these classes take the brunt of outage events as they are the only firm load customers
impacted by rolling outages during Energy Emergency Alerts. The distribution-level customers,
and the load-serving entities that serve them, assume the highest risks and potential costs related
to reliability. Given the discrepancy in the allocation of reliability costs among the customer
classes, including the risks of high-cost events without outages, the TRAM Advocates urge the
Commission to proceed with the cost-benefit analysis proposed by Chairman Nelson to provide a
more accurate comparison of the costs borne by customer classes and the corresponding change
in risk for each class.

35 The Brattle Group, ERCOT Investment Incentives and Resource Adequacy, Prepared
for ERCOT, Project
No. 40000 (June 1, 2012).
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IV.

CONCLUSION

Despite diminishing the urgency of the issue, the occurrences of the past two months do
not negate the fact that there are still fundamental market design issues that need to be resolved
in order to provide predictable and cost-effective system reliability. The need to study, plan for,
and implement a resource adequacy mechanism that provides for reliable and adequate electric
service to all Texas power consumers should not happen only under "crisis circumstances." It is
prudent for the Commission to continue its work now while ERCOT's and the Brattle Group's
new forecasts suggest there may be near-term system flexibility, so that ERCOT can move
forward expeditiously to assure it has the reserves needed to respond to significant or rapid
changes in the demand or supply forecast assumptions.

Rather than turning away from the

volumes of expert analysis on reliability and resource adequacy that have been produced over the
past several years because a series of assumptions have changed, TRAM Advocates recommend
that the Commission continue its research and deliberations on resource adequacy by proceeding
forward with the cost-benefit analysis previously planned by the Commission.

Respectfully submitted,

Kristy shley
Director, Wholesale Market Development
Exelon Corporation
1005 Congress Avenue
Austin, Texas 78739
Phone: (512) 391-1962
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ATTACHMENT A
Businesses Moving to Texas
(Governor's Office Releases)
Company
QVebsense Inc.

Location
Austin
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Natgasoline LLC
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$1 billion + investment
240jobs
Online by late 2016

Dakin Industries Inc.
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Climbtech
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Motorola Mobility
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Online as of September 2013
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680 jobs
Fully online by 2018
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Businesses Moving to Texas
(Governor's Office Releases, Con't)

The Dow Chemical Company

Fritz Industries

Kohl's

V-, 4

'Dallas
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Emerson Process Management
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$9.5 million investment
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Online as of January 2014
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-t
Ascend Performance Materials
Texas Inc.

Alvi rn

Propane dehydration facility
$1 billion + investment
100joh;
praNtrter.
J nl

National Instruments

hE717II^te`^al(,.v2L.

^t <e

..
.x.

Tenaris

.

,..j 1^..,^
t - ,._..
,•.8,^,t
.
^,wy
. _ . ...

IYlatagorda
County

..

......

_..

Scsimless pipe mill
$1.3 billion investment
600 jobs
Online by 2016

Pactiv LLC

rViQe pfocluuts
dt?114, il)vestnTent
'1

TJY^

.t

f. ryyy
k

,^2F)13

lii6

.

1 :

.

^K3

James Skinner Baking Co

Paris

Bakery production facility

$25 million inti estment
393 iobs
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ATTACHMENT A
Businesses Moving to Texas
(Governor's Office Releases, Con't)
Company
TEKsystems Global Services

Location

Additional Information

^rl7ng

14CCilftt^
S4;8 II71ffi1911 it1Ve5tt21el%1t_' ^

50Q jobs
Fully outline by l0^.5
ADP

El Paso

HR provider

$22 million investment
585 jobs
Fully online by 2017
Layne Christensen Co.

1'lte WC>C)cjlal^^S

Ulilbal 1V }^lY'tTI^It^^^1?tCtT^ti3t931Jafi^;

S6.7 tlaJllzc^n_tnvus^tirtent;-

2 10 jobs.
()t3liaie a^ af2013
Visa

_.

_
Austiu

.-. - , . - .

Global IT ccutcr

Multi-million dollar investment
794jobs
Fully online by 2017
CH2M Hill Co.

lloustciij"

^tig,i»ie^iti^ at^^ ^^x^^ttttvtipza:l^^i

.^^.'
Kuraray American Inc.

Centene Corp.

Harris County

Chemical production facilities
Multi-million dollar investment
107jobs
Online by September 2014

^rl^t
fib^
.^

^

cl^i^as c^tttei '

^a^1ja^^ ^nti°^,st►iicflr

^
. .
Technology campus
$304 million investment
3,600 + jobs
Fully online by 2021

.,

Apple

Austin

Continental Automotive Systems Inc.

77,
^^^^tt`^

^

fti^t^^c ^r^at^l^^t^ 2rtaiiufactttr^r

$ y
>f!r^ $^s^^a' 3t^^^11^)^1 FnVs'4tt^le^lt

4017
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ATTACHMENT A
Businesses Moving to Texas
(Governor's Office Releases, Con't)
Company
Ferris Mfg. Corp.

Location
Fort Wortli

Additional Information
l^ledicalhrodiicts
$5-5 million I'll vest nll^ht,.
1[3O jobs
Ciniincasui'2072

Flexsteel Pipeline Technologies Inc.

E3aytown

Pipclinc mailutauturing taci li l y
$94.8 million investment
Online as of 2012

CGI Group Inc.

Belton,

Office Depot Inc.

Austin

Inside sales operation
Multi-million dollar investment
203 jobs
Online as of March 2012

GE Transportation

F«rt l^'c^itll

1;cic inotaVii niariufaUtur.ing.l<iGilit}

IT lirq)
S^7 million investf4=t_
,350 jobs
tti11}

^a^illiqtj inVestin.c^t
12
(^ial^nh^s,c^flz^e 2012:
_..F

t

TD Ameritrade Holding Corporation

Fort Worth

Investment firm
$11 million investment
490jobs
Fully online by 2105

3M Co.

expahs#ort
F^r^

: ' '.^

eBay Inc .

_

A ust in.

)
.^', ^

J

+ 5^^^-7Sf
^• /; C
},n

^• ^
^ ^^
•_^

_

^

_.

_

._

_..

.

_
.

1

L:epansion of one of the online retailer ' s facilities
$5.1 million investment

1,050 jobs
idX Corp.

C4t^^

^Ivesttuent=
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ATTACHMENT A
Businesses Moving to Texas
(Governor's Office Releases, Con't)
Company
Virtual Computing Environment Company

Location
[Z4Ca1az-ds011

Additional Information
IThroci«cts aild's,0utioxSl7r.t^4^1cr^^
S35 lllllil()rl iwLInen(

434 jobs
OLljlllf as 6f
a:-

GGNSC Holdings, or Golden Living

I'lano

Ilcallh aild reco^cr^ stivices pi()\ icler
$8.4 million investment
100jobs
Online as of March 2011

The Advisory Board Corp.

Aflstitl:

IT Sen;ices
$$.a nlilli oai izt^e^tztaont ^

239 johs171 I'ag e

ATTACHMENT A
Businesses Moving to Texas
(Company Releases and Media)

Phillips 66

Location
01cd Ocean and
l^^e1nart.

Additional Information
Pctrrrlcur3lg^rs Q.Xpcirt tz.rtli#n+l'
^ 3 billion iiii e^ttnt^cit
>(i fitll-tilneMbs
i,{i(ll)+ tent1)Oraay ^ c^rl^lr>at t ►t^i^ t^^aY
OJd t`-)ccatf
C)n^1nG

S

Emerson Process
Management

Roil id Rock

Technology support facility for large-scale
automation projects

$70 mill ion investment
Online as of January 2014
HID Global

I^ii^ut^.

>

Geico

^ '-C'ybe3sccritz^)r proti^idei
%5{) i»illaon invosttit
Q011i34aS ot1,aztnary4":
In,w-ancc provider

58.5 million investment
1,000 jobs
Fully online by 2017
Cognizant

7

company

jobs

Fill^^ ^^tiliite by 2017:
TrackingPoint

Yilugerrillc

Raytheon

l^icl^z^3r^eti?;

Longest indoor ballistic testing lab
$3 million investment
- 30 jobs
Online in summer 2014

^^^1asi
< w^
^ troc

99y corlpa"y

;^17^^
M&G Group

Corpus Christi

PEI' plant
200 full-time jobs
3,000 temporary construction jobs

Online by 2016

181 P age
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ATTACHMENT A
Businesses Moving to Texas
(Company Releases and Media, Con't)
Company
Dow Chemical Company-Mitsui

Location
Frceport

Additional Information
Three petroJte1111cztl lzicili_ti4,s

q4liillioltinwesti»ent
3.000 Jobs it peak Co[3St1'UCtlo71

Online by 2015, 2ti17 and 2018

ExxonMobil

Baytown

Petrochemical facility expansion
Multi-billion dollar investment
350 full time jobs
10,000 jobs during construction

Online by 2016

EA

Austin

^ i^'SP( itZTS studio
15() t11jl--ti tile.,jC1ti5

^ 15C1`cbt^lract jobs

191Page

ATTACHMENT A
Additional Businesses Moving to Texas
Company
Klein Plastics

Location
1^#arts^c^d -

Additional Information
Injectic^h ^au^lds^in^^nufactut^ x
O1]lIi1G 1112111 ^ 0-2

Magpul Industries

North Texas

1'irt:ar^n acc^ss

rcr

Onlinc bv Jantiary 2015

Active Network
Omnitraes

6.4iN r4siratiot>
Satellite-based fleet managcrnent systems provider f'or
trucking companies
5^ai^^^Ftt^. iovider
1,

PeYlding

Revionics Inc.
Waste Connections

x?f

C)tal^tteit^^.4ail}',2t^15
,s.

` ^_

The
woodlands

-

Waste services provider
Online as of 20 13

Daegis
.

.

Navarre Corporation
State Farm and KDC

r 3i

^)zallf» ^s ,^t,ta,3ufi^ y 21)] 4
..^.

_

Dallas

. -

.,: a'

^

Shield Tactical

. .-

, ^;

North Ailca ican retailer ^^r^ iceL ,m\ider
W

20 1^

_
t

..

^

-^

f

Shiner

9

Pirca, i11s co„liptiily
Online as of May 2013

XCOR AEROSPACE
^-

Formosa Plastic

_.

-

''

Point Comfort

r ^ •;' `^' ^

: ,x^

>

;

`- `^ _:.

Chemicals, including Chlorine, DCA, Polyethvlult amct

Propylene

$2.2 billion
259 jobs
Portions online now; expansion to be completed in 2016

Chevron Phillips
Chemical

S'Vvreiiy

ihyl'e^e,?;PG^ly0thvliie'
.1

-

•,^^^^e

k t
*^

Y

i

5

i

tY

_

_.4

..

.

.

..

.._
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ATTACHMENT A
Additional Businesses Moving to Texas, Con't
company
Occidental/1VlexichemJV

Location
In^e:tiidc

Additional Information
^ Cl^^tuic^^s itlcluciiug F?th}l^ne.

`

.

.^11

'76 jobs
()nlnnc in 2016
Lurbizol

Enterprise

Deer I'^u-1;

Chemicals, including PVC
$125 million
63 jobs
Online in 2(11

Rttl^lGicu

C66iicais. i.ncludiTlr^ 1'ra^l^r^ene itrtc) P'^;Ey
^645 tlltlhc^ll
'r
P(>1 ^1C)liS t11,1411w 111111'; cY^}i11§1t1iX;1611e GtTtT117^# t7^ dIl ^ t^'
r
^

r

Celanese

Clc<ir Lake

C hc nucal^, i ncludi^^g ^lcthanuJ

$1 billion
185 jobs
Online in 2015
LyondellBasell

Chaz^ilel^te«

^'^1^a13f^^a^^^ uiclutlin^ l;fl^ylei^e, 1GtOthari«1,

y

INEOS

Chocolate 13nvou

4 ^-

? aet

= a

.

.

Chemicals, inclucting Ethylene

$290 million
22 jobs
Online in 2013
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ATTACHMENT B
Gas-fired Units in ERCOT Approaching or S urp assin g
50 Years of Commercial Service36
^.

i^_ ..

`•^`^"l
^``^^
_

^,_

_ a'4

M

,

n^

!

^.,

BRaWNSV:LL

Year
• 2006-201 0
02011-2015
02016-2020
92021 - 2025
02026-2030
Overlaying dots
represent multiple units

36

ERCOT, Long-Term Transmission Analysis 2012-2013 Final Report,
at 99 (Dec. 2013). Available at:
hU://www.ercot.com/committees/other/its/index.
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